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ABSTRACT

Information systems security policies are pointed out in literature as one of the main measures to be taken by
organizations for protecting their information systems. Despite this, it has been observed that, in several sectors of
activity, the number of organizations having adopted that measure is low. This study aimed to identify the factors which
condition the adoption of information systems security policies by organizations. Methodologically, the study involved
interviewing the officials in charge of the information systems in 44 Town Councils in Portugal. The factors facilitating
and inhibiting the adoption of information systems security policies are presented and discussed. Based on these factors, a
set of recommendations to enhance the adoption of information systems security policies is proposed. The study used
Institutional Theory as theoretical framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information systems security (ISS) policies have been pointed out in literature as one of the most adequate
n assets

(Bulgurcu et al., 2010; Höne and Eloff, 2002; Ifinedo 2011; King et al., 2001; Peltier, 2002; Shorten, 2004).
Besides the investment in ISS technology, such as anti-virus, firewalls, and backup systems, as well as in ISS
awareness, training and education programs, it is consensual that organizations must adopt ISS policies (cf.
ISS standards (Bowen et al., 2007) and (ISO/IEC, 2013) as illustrative examples), understood here as

(de Sá-Soares, 2005, p. 56).
Although the essentiality of ISS policies is claimed by most authors, the truth is that there is,

simultaneously, the perception that a significant number of organizations have not yet adopted this ISS
measure. In order to assess the validity of this perception, Lopes and de Sá-Soares (2010) have collected

Local Public Administration in Portugal, whose results show that among the 308 existing Municipalities,
only 12% (38) indicated the possession of ISS policies. The results of that census provided support for the
perception that there is still work to be done before the generalized adoption of ISS policies by organizations
becomes a reality. The conclusions of that work motivated the accomplishment of this study focused on the
adoption of ISS policies by Portuguese Municipalities. Besides giving continuity to previous works, the
selection of the Local Public Administration sector offers an interesting opportunity for the study of ISS. On
the one hand, citizens increasingly look for quality public information services, and, on the other hand, Town
Councils (the local government of municipalities) manipulate high volumes of very diverse information,
which makes ISS efforts essential for the normal functioning and for the protection of personal data which
they are trusted with.

In the face of the results obtained from the study carried out in the 308 Municipalities, the working
proposition brought forward is that the present situation in the Portuguese Local Government represents a
non-institutionalization of the adoption of ISS policies. This conception of the research problem prompted
the application of Institutional Theory as a theoretical framework in order not only to better understand the
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reduced adoption of policies by the Municipalities but also to delineate actions which can enhance this
adoption, i.e., which can enhance the institutionalization of ISS policies in the Portuguese Municipalities.

Thus, the following two research questions were formulated in order to guide the research work:
1. Which factors condition the adoption of an ISS policy in the Portuguese Municipalities?
2. Which recommendations might be put forward as to enhance the adoption of ISS policies by

Portuguese Municipalities?
The answer to the first question aims to know the positive and negative conditioning factors influencing

the adoption of an ISS policy by organizations. In the possession of these elements, it will be relevant to
produce a set of recommendations which enable the adoption of that ISS measure by organizations.

As far as structure is concerned, this work is organized as follows. After this introduction, Institutional
Theory is briefly revised as the interpretive lens of this work. After this, the study which was carried out is
described and its main results are presented. Based on the analysis of the results, a set of guidelines is
suggested for the institutionalization of ISS policies. Finally, the main contributions of this paper are
indicated, as well as its limitations and suggestions for future works.

2. INSTITUTIONAL THEORY AS AN INTERPRETIVE LENS

Changes in technology and in the economy generate modifications in the organizational environment. In the
face of this, the search for innovation represents one way for the survival of organizations. The success of the
organization is then measured by the capacity to survive, change, and anticipate the market needs (Brown and
Eisenhardt, 1998). Therefore, organizations gradually institutionalize organizational practices in order to face
new realities, which cannot be faced using the previously existing organizational practices.

The Institutional Theory considers the processes through which structures (e.g., frameworks, rules,
norms, and routines) are established as trustworthy guidelines for social behavior. Also, it accounts for the
way these elements are created, spread, adopted, and adapted throughout time and space, as well as the way
they fall into decline and disuse (Scott, 2004).

Tolbert and Zucker (1996) outlined the processes inherent to institutionalization as consisting of four
stages, namely innovation, habitualization, objectification, and sedimentation. The institutionalization

chnological change, legislation,
or market forces. In this sense, the word innovation means structural rearrangements or new organizational

uential process of three stages
which enables the evaluation of the institutionalization degree of a certain social reality.

arrangements in answer to specific organizational problems or sets of problems, shaped through policies and
procedures of a specific organization or set of organizations with similar problems. Thus, this is the pre-
institutionalization stage.

After the solution for the problem has been generated, it is possible to move o
process, which accompanies the spreading of the new structure, expanding its use. Objectification implies the
development of a certain degree of social consensus regarding the structure and its growing adoption, based
on that consensus, by the organization. This process configures the semi-institutional stage.

adoption of the structure or organizational practice by the whole organization for a long period of time.
Scott (2008) discusses the distinction between studies focusing on the creation of institutions and studies

focusing on the change of institutions. The first ones concentrate on the process and the conditions which
give place to new rules, understandings, and practices. The second ones examine the way a set of beliefs,

-
rules, ways, and scripts. Deep down, these two processes are related, as the institutional creation implies the
change of the existing institutions and the institutional change implies the creation of new institutions.

The Institutional Theory classifies into three pillars the way structures or mechanisms of diverse nature,
which are essential for the creation of new institutions or for the change of existing institutions, can be
created, maintained, altered, or destroyed. The features of those three pillars of institutions regulative,
normative, and cultural-cognitive are indicated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Pillars of Institutions. Source: Scott (2008, p. 51)

Regulative Normative Cultural-Cognitive
Basis of
compliance

Expedience Social obligation Taken-for-grantedness
Shared understanding

Basis of order Regulative rules Binding expectations Constitutive schema

Mechanisms Coercive Normative Mimetic

Logic Instrumentality Appropriateness Orthodoxy

Indicators Rules
Laws
Sanctions

Certification
Accreditation

Common beliefs
Shared logics of action
Isomorphism

Affect Fear Guilt/Innocence Shame/Honor Certainty/Confusion

Basis of
legitimacy

Legally sanctioned Morally governed Comprehensible
Recognizable
Culturally supported

The regulative pillar constrains and regulates behavior through formal rules, sanctions and punishments.
In the normative pillar, emphasis is given to a deeper moral legitimating basis, in which values and norms are
highlighted as elements capable of pressing organizational action, thus turning into a social obligation
through daily use. The third pillar, the cultural-cognitive structures, sustains meanings which are shared
among the actors about the regulative and normative structures, that is to say, about the reality which
surrounds the actors while they continuously build and negotiate that social reality, in a context that includes
symbolic, objective and external structures which offer guidance for understanding and action.

Just as it is possible to analyze the evolution of a certain institution within an organization, it is also
possible to interpret evolutions in other analysis levels, such as in industrial sectors and societies. This study
resorts to Institutional Theory to examine and classify the factors that influence the adoption of ISS policies
by organizations. Our goal was to consolidate the main influencing factors from the organizational level of
analysis located at each Town Council to the level of the Portuguese Local Government as a whole. The
result of that consolidation forms the basis for the proposal of a set of guidelines aimed to enhance the
institutionalization of ISS policies in Portuguese Local Government.

Although Institutional Theory has been used in the information systems field to analyze and make sense
of varied phenomena, as illustrated by such studies as Orlikowsky (1992), King et al. (1994), Premkumar et
al. (1997), Chatterjee et al. (2002), Teo et al. (2003), Baptista (2009) and Bharati and Chaudhury (2012), by
applying Institutional Theory to guide our study, we are also responding to the challenge launched by Björck
(2004) to use this theoretical lens to interpret information systems security related issues.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

In order to answer the first research question, a field study was carried out through face-to-face semi-
structured interviews with the officials in charge of the information systems (IS) in the Town Councils, most
of which had the position of Chief Information Officer.

The 308 Municipalities were firstly subdivided into four clusters, according to their stage of adoption of
an ISS policy, as depicted in Table 2. As previously noted, we consider that currently the Portuguese Local
Government, as a whole, has not institutionalized the adoption of ISS policies, although a minority of
Municipalities has already initiated the institutionalization process.
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Table 2. Clusters of ISS Policy Adoption

Cluster Stage
Number of Municipalities

n (%)
1 Have an ISS policy 38 (12)
2 Do not have an ISS policy but are formulating or adopting one 75 (24)
3 Do not have an ISS policy but intend to formulate one 102 (33)
4 Do not have an ISS policy and do not intend to adopt one 93 (30)

Besides the four clusters, the number of voters in each Municipality was also considered so as to translate
the size and complexity of the corresponding Town Councils. Table 3 represents the distribution of the 308
Municipalities according to the number of voters. In the Table we also include information regarding the
average number of employees by municipality category (the mean for all Town Councils is 393 employees).

Table 3. Distribution of Municipalities according to Size of the Electorate

Municipalities
Categories

Number of
Voters

Number of
Employees

mean (stddev)

Number of
Municipalities

Municipalities
with ISS Policies

n (%)
Very Large More than 100.000 1940 (1711) 20 3 (15)

Large 50.000 to 100.000 725 (216) 21 6 (29)
Medium Sized 10.000 to 50.000 337 (219) 150 20 (13)

Small Up to 10.000 140 (52) 117 9 (8)

In order to gather a wider and more complete panel of officials to be interviewed, the two criteria
mentioned above were combined (cluster and size of the electorate). Altogether 44 municipal officials were
interviewed, distributed equitably among the four clusters (each cluster contributed with 11 interviews). In
terms of the size of the electorate, that distribution comprised five very large municipalities, seven large
municipalities, 27 medium sized municipalities, and five small municipalities. The average duration of the
interviews was 40 minutes.

As far as process is concerned, the field study developed through the following steps:
1. Elaborating the interviews guides four guides were drawn, one for each cluster.
2. Elaborating the codebook in order to guide the interview codification process, a codebook

containing 49 codes was designed according to the previously defined interviews guides.
3. Elaborating coding instructions along with the codebook, a set of coding instructions was defined

describing the procedures that operationalized the codification work.
4. Doing the interviews all interviews were audio recorded, after obtaining the interviewees

authorization.
5. Transcribing the interviews all interviews were fully transcribed.
6. Codifying the interviews the codification of all interviews was done with the support of a data

analysis application.
7. Analyzing results after the interviews codification, the results were analyzed in the light of

Institutional Theory, namely by consolidating a general list of factors, and afterwards by classifying
them as follows in the next section.

4. CONDITIONING FACTORS

The analysis of the interviews led to the identification of various conditioning factors to the adoption of ISS
policies by the Portuguese Municipalities. Part of these factors is positive, facilitating the adoption of such
policies. Another part is negative, inhibiting the adoption of policies. According to the nature of the identified
factors, it was possible to categorize them according to the three pillars of institutions, as shown in Table 4.

At the regulative pillar, among the factors facilitating the adoption of ISS policies are a previous
definition of goals for ISS (which shows that ISS was deliberately considered by the Town Council),
proactive and ISS aware IT officials (in the majority of municipalities the IT officials are the pivotal elements
for the ISS initiatives), the application for quality certification (a number of municipalities were developing
quality certification processes that, in order to obtain the certificate, required the adoption of an ISS policy),
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the existence of political will for ISS (without which any efforts to protect IS assets are doomed to failure,
both due to lack of resources and to lack of superior sponsoring and authorization) and the policy document
must have superior approval (which formalizes the adoption of the policy by the Town Council and shows
the document legitimacy to users). Besides these factors, we found that interviewees considered monitoring
policy compliance an important issue, since it signalized the importance of the policy determinations, along
the ability to punish users for ISS abuses, a situation that is only achievable if the Town Council has a formal
document making explicit the allowed and forbidden behaviors of users in the realm of information
manipulation activities. Two additional factors play an important role on the adoption of ISS policies by
Municipalities, namely the intention to limit liability of the Town Council in ISS related issues and the
expected decrease in the needs of ISS monitoring by the IT unit, releasing its technicians to other tasks.

Table 4. Conditioning Factors in the Adoption of ISS Policies

Institutional Factors
Pillar Facilitators Inhibitors

Regulative Setting of goals for ISS
Proactive and ISS aware IT officials
Applying for quality certification
Existence of political will
Having the Executive approval
Monitoring policy compliance
Ability to punish users for ISS abuses
Limiting liability of Town Council
Decrease needs of ISS monitoring by IT unit

Non-approval of policy by the Executive

Shortage of technicians in the IT unit
Articulation of the policy with the law

Normative
Greater reliance on IT to perform job functions
Increasing number of IT risks
Participation in Digital Cities programs
Expansion of IT infrastructure
Ethical formation for users

Lack of Central Government funding for
training users in IT

Untrained users in the field of ISS
Complexity of policy formulation

Cultural-Cognitive Policy document not being long
Policy known by all users
Explaining to users the advantages of having

an ISS policy
Engaging users in policy implementation
Existence of ISS training for IT technicians
Impacts of ISS incidents that have occurred

Lack of time
Lack of programming of the adoption action

Lack of ISS awareness of politicians
Reduced visibility of ISS initiatives
Primacy of ISS technology over ISS policies
Satisfaction with the protection provided by

the IT being used
Small size of Town Council
Small IT infrastructure

At the normative pillar, the facilitating factors derive, fundamentally, for the Town Councils making part
of the current organizational environment, where the pervasiveness of IT is paramount and the reliance of
Town Councils employees on IT to perform their jobs keeps increasing. Thus, the need to deliberately
consider the protection of IS should become a natural concern of the Town Councils, whose first formal step
generally translates in the adoption of an ISS policy. This is reinforced by IT officials recognizing an increase
in the number of IT risks, prompting them to take a more systematic approach in protecting IS assets. A
similar pattern to the involvement in quality certification processes was found, namely the participation in
Digital Cities programs, where Town Councils may voluntarily associate to. Among the initiatives that the
participating Municipalities agreed to undertake is the adoption of an ISS policy. The expansion of IT
infrastructures (be it by internal acquisition of hardware and software, or by outsourcing services or
equipment) not only enables a better information protection (new servers, backup systems, anti-virus) but
also works as a booster to the formulation of the ISS policies themselves (the underlying reasoning is that
using more complex, diversified, and capable IT systems results in greater expectations and obligations to
consider ISS). Finally, the existence of ethical training for users is pointed by some interviewees as a relevant
facilitator for the adoption of ISS policies, since it makes users aware of the main directives for an ethical
behavior in the domain of ISS, favoring the adoption of an ISS policy by all users.
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At the cultural-cognitive pillar, and still concerning the facilitating factors, the focus is mainly on

document not to be extensive (under penalty of diluting the essential among the accessory and overloading
users cognitively), for the policy to be known by all users, in order to which it must be made available and
transmitted by the intermediate management officials; showing users the advantages of complying with the
policy (as or even more important than knowing how to use a certain technology, users must know and
understand the goals of ISS which are at the base of its adoption), commitment to the implementation of the
policy (in order to avoid that the policy goes unheeded due to lack of the resources needed for its
achievement) and IT technicians must be trained (so that they are skilled in the domain of ISS and thus are
able to give a comprehensive answer to the implementation needs implied in the adoption of the policy). A
last factor regards the impacts of ISS incidents that have occurred in the Town Council in the past. The
consequences of these incidents play an important role in increasing the awareness of users to ISS, as well as
garnering the support of the Executive for the ISS program.

As far as the inhibiting factors are concerned, in what regards the regulative pillar, and besides the non-
approval of the policy by the Executive (reason enough to prevent the adoption of the policy), other factors

culation of the
policy with the law. Indeed, converting mere recommendations for ISS into normative acts of imperative
character, followed by the application of sanctions or restrictions for those who do not comply with them, can
be strong inhibiting factors in the adoption
Municipalities this disobedience stemmed from a concern among users that the policy was being used as an

behaviors. The scarcity of human resources in the IT unit
presents an obstacle for a number of Town Councils revealing that it may be hard to put the ISS concern in

evolve. The aforementioned factor of articulating the policy with the law results from the difficulty that some
Town Councils face in aligning the provisions they want to instill in the policies with the determinations of
the law, namely regarding compliance with privacy and protection of personal data requirements.

At the normative pillar, the inhibiting factors are related to conditions largely transversal to the
Portuguese Municipalities that hamper the adoption of ISS policies. Regarding training, the interviewees
noticed the lack of Central Government funding for training users in IT, which is adverse to the integral
exploitation of IT capacities, and the generic situation of users being untrained in ISS matters, making it
difficult for users to assess and recognize the risks of IT and the potential counterproductive effects of their
behaviors in terms of IS protection. A third observation advanced by the majority of the interviewees was the
view that ISS policy formulation is a complex process, requiring specialized know-how and experience in
order to achieve a written document well attuned to the specificities of each Town Council.

Finally, in the set of inhibiting factors and in what concerns the cultural-cognitive pillar, we found five
sets of factors. The first set relates to the secondary importance of ISS in some Town Councils, manifested in
lack of time for considering ISS issues in face of the need to address pressing daily IT issues, and lack of
programming of the ISS policy adoption action. The
that generally has to be taken into account when there are changes in users working routines, and the
adoption of a policy is no exception, usually requiring the abandonment of old habits and the assimilation of
new ones. Indeed, interviewees observed that resistance from users would drop as soon as the ISS policy
promoters were able to demonstrate that information would be more secure by adopting the policy. The third
set of factors concerns the conceptio
awareness of ISS and that do not recognize the impact (namely in terms of image) of ISS initiatives, mainly
due to their reduced visibility and support nature (it is worth mentioning that these perceptions are common
when the organization did not experienced any serious security breach, situation that apparently relegates ISS
to a non-strategic concern in some of the Town Councils). The fourth set of factors consists of beliefs
maintained by some IT units conveyed by the opinion that their organizations have enough IT to guaranty an
adequate ISS level, as well as the primacy given to ISS technology over ISS policies, which make the latter
redundant in face of the former. As a result, they argue there is no need for additional IS protection actions,
namely adopting ISS policies. The fifth set of factors concerns size. We found that two explanations provided
by interviewees pertaining to Municipalities that did not adopt an ISS policy were the small size of the Town
Council and the small IT infrastructure in use, reasoning there would be no need for adopting an ISS policy.
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5. GUIDELINES FOR THE ISS POLICIES INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Considering the identified factors influencing the adoption of ISS policies, we argue that the
institutionalization of ISS policies in the Portuguese Municipalities will be a process of several stages, shaped
by pressures of regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive nature.

With respect to the regulative pillar, we suggest the formulation of an ISS policy based on a generic
model subsequently adapted to each Municipality. Such policy must have superior approval, and must be
followed by a policy implementation plan and the establishment of sanctions and punishments for users who,
without a justification, do not comply with its provisions. The existence of a generic model for the ISS policy
document for Town Councils, perhaps conceived under the aegis of the National Association of
Municipalities, may be an important tool to break the initial inertia of the formulation process, mitigating the
difficulties that some Councils might experience due to resources limitation or lack of technical knowledge
for the formulation of a policy. The generic model of the policy must include a set of directives which guide
users towards information protection and the secure use of IT.

With regard to the normative pillar, the policy legitimating in the daily organizational activity must be
boosted. For this, we suggest the identification of power users who, through their example, can serve as
models for other users, as well as the definition of an awareness program concerning ISS aimed at users.
Establishing compensations for users who behave according to the ISS policy provisions will also be a means
to highlight the values and norms underlying ISS. An ISS certification process launched by Central
Government and targeting the Municipalities can also signal the priority given to ISS.

As far as the cultural-cognitive pillar is concerned, the most immediate measure which could be adopted
is programming training sessions in the scope of ISS, in which users are trained to have behaviors which
protect IS. These sessions should not follow a magisterial training model, but rather a participative model, in
w
challenge the ISS provisions that they consider less effective or that conflict with their other attributions. The
creation of forums of free discussion of the ISS determinations impact may also help to enhance an ISS
culture, in which all feel involved and in which the ISS success can be perceived as a responsibility shared by
all. Of the same importance is to widen the adaptation of the generic model mentioned above to the several
Town Council pressure groups. This way, it will be possible to create, from the beginning, a sense of
property over the ISS policy, thus avoiding the perception of it as a top-down directive. The dissemination of
successful cases of adoption of ISS policies in certain Municipalities may work as a mimetic mechanism for
other Municipalities, thus influencing their predisposition to adopt ISS new rules and procedures.

The conjunction of these actions to enhance the adoption of ISS policies in the Portuguese Municipalities
can be summarized in six essential points: defined, approved, published, communicated, understood, and

characteristics, according to its nature, target-public, goals, and culture. Superior approval is essential to
show superior commitment, thus making its implementation more effective and legitimating its acceptance
by users. The document must be published and communicated to all users. Making sure that users understand
the provisions and reasons underlying the ISS policy is essential for compliance. In order to maintain the
policy appropriateness and updating, the policy must be evaluated regularly and modified when necessary.

According to the institutionalization stages proposed by Tolbert and Zucker (1996), the

by the acknowledgment that ISS will have to be managed. Such acknowledgement may result either from ISS
problems detected in the Town Councils, or from the officials competence, new IT introduction, obligations
imposed externally or opportunities taken (such as the quality certifications or the participation in initiatives
promoted by Central Government, respectively). In this context, the adoption of an ISS policy will represent
a cornerstone initiative for the protection of IS. For the subsequent stages Habitualization, Objectification
and Sedimentation we suggest that the mechanisms brought forward by the regulative, normative and
cultural-

In the field of action, the institutionalization process can occur essentially according to two formats: in a

phenomenon is gradually institutionalized in a natural way, which normally represents a slow and long
the agent which

enables the acceleration of the institutionalization process. Contrarily to what happens in the naturalist way,
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modified rationally, through conscientious and deliberate processes, the same happening with cultural-
cognitive elements which, in this case, also tend to be conscientiously conceived and spread by certain

The strategy based on agents is a way to enhance the institutionalization of ISS policies in Municipalities.
The main agents who may play an active part in this process are the National Association of Municipalities,
the Town Council Executive/Municipal Assembly and the IT unit officials.

The first agent mentioned is the one who interacts the most directly with Municipalities at a national
level. Although this association does not have imposing power of norms or regulations, it is the one that most
easily communicates with the Town Councils and therefore can raise awareness towards the importance of
adopting ISS policies, as well as suggest models which can be adapted to the various Portuguese
municipalities. Its action would, therefore, fit essentially in the normative pillar.

The second agent also plays an essential part in the adoption of an ISS policy. Without the involvement of
the Town Council Executive or Municipal Assembly in the process of adoption of a policy, from its
formulation to its revision, including its implementation, policy adoption will not become a reality. This
agent will primarily act within the regulative pillar.

The officials in charge of the Town Councils IT units are normally the main agents boosting ISS policies
adoption initiatives. These agents need to build bridges among the several actors in the ISS policies adoption
process (politicians, technicians, and users), in order to find a balance between purely technical views and
business and management views and concerns. Due to their knowledge in the ISS domain and of the reality
of the Town Council in which they operate, and as they are usually the ones in charge of programming IT
management and improvement initiatives, they play a central role in the cultural-cognitive pillar.

6. CONCLUSION

The improvement of IS protection levels in organizations depends on the implementation of a set of ISS
measures, among which ISS policies play a part. The importance given to this measure by literature does not
always extend to organizations, where often such document does not exist or despite existing, has no
reflection whatsoever in the organizations .

This study identified a set of factors which condition the adoption of ISS policies in the Portuguese
Municipalities. Besides this contribution, this paper brought forward guidelines which are believed to
enhance the institutionalization of ISS policies in the organizational area of Local Government in Portugal.
We also argue that the use of Institutional Theory as a support to the interpretation of the adoption stage of
ISS policies by organizations and as a support to the projection of guidelines which enhance the
institutionalization of these ISS measures in organizations represents a promising means for research.

The delimitation of the study to the Portuguese reality represents one of its limitations. A further
limitation regards the professionals interviewed, since we restricted the collection of views to those in charge

level of ISS policies in other sectors of activity, in other countries and in different cultures. Additionally, it
would be important to look into the factors which might have facilitated or inhibited the adoption of policies
in those contexts. The accumulation of knowledge on the adoption of policies in different types of
organizations would represent a privileged way for the construction of a theory on ISS policies.
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